Abstract: Some systems may be modelled as a set of communicating finite state machines with a slow environment. These machines communicate through the exchange of values. While it is possible to convert such a model into one finite state machine, from which test cases can be derived, this process may lead to an explosion in the number of states. Alternatively it is possible to utilise any independence that exists. The problem of producing a minimal test set, in the presence of certain types of independence and unique inputioutput sequences, can be represented as a variant of the vehicle routing problem. Possible heuristics for solving this problem are outlined and the method is applied to an example.
Introduction
Several classes of system can be modelled as finite state machines (FSMs) and, in particular, communications protocols [l] and control systems [2] are often defined in this manner. Given an FSM model that defines the required behaviour of an implementation, it is important to verify the implementation against the FSM. Testing usually forms part of this verification.
Many real systems lead to large FSMs. One approach to tackling the problem of scale is to represent a system as a set of communicating finite state machines (CFSMs) [3-51. The system is, in effect, represented by a set of FSMs that interact. This leads to smaller and more understandable representations.
A CFSM is an FSM with a queue. A set of CFSMs has a slow environment if inputs can only be sent to the system when all the queues are empty. This is sufficient to model a number of real systems, such as communications protocols with handshake [3]. It will be assumed that there is a slow environment and no livelocks.
The use of FSMs to model systems has led to much interest in the generation of tests from them [6-91. Where these approaches can be automated, there is the potential for much more effective and efficient testing. While it is possible to extend these test methods to CFSMs. a combinatorial exdosion can occur. The 0 IEE, 1997 IEE Proceedings online no. 19971789 Paper first received 29th May and in revised form 14th October 1997 The author is with Goldsmiths College, University of London main theme of this paper is the utilisation of certain properties to avoid this combinatorial explosion. It will be assumed that this representation is deterministic, and thus that the X, are pairwise disjoint.
A transition t from M , is said to be a communicating transition (CT) if the output from t is in the input alphabet of some other machine and otherwise t is a non-communicating transition (NCT). Whenever a machine M I produces a value that is in the input alphabet of some M,, MJ accepts this value. Thus, a CT does not directly output a value, but activates a transition in another machine.
A system of CFSMs N = N1/N21N3 is given in Figs. 1-3. If N , is in state ro and a is input, then N I moves to rl and outputs x: this transition is an NCT. If N I is in state yo and b is input, N I moves to r2 and produces c.
This triggers a transition in N2 and thus is a CT. The output produced depends upon the state of N2. For an input a, two machines Ml and MJ can be combined by linking output of a by MI to MJ. It is only possible to trigger the transitions in MJ, with input a, by output from M,.
It may be possible to combine the M , to form one FSM and test from this. The FSM would, however, have O(FI,lS,l) states and O(n,jS,l)(X.,lX,l)) transitions. It is thus often desirable to use any independence that exists within the model to reduce the test effort. 
Semi-independence
To move M , to a state sJ it is necessary to execute a number of transitions. When manipulating ane machine, it is usually desirable to use NCTs. The set of M , will be called semi-independent if the following hold: (i) Each M,, restricted to NCTs, is strongly connected.
(ii) For each i and s E S, there is a state verification process for s that contains only NCTs. It will be assumed that any set of M L considered is semi-independent.
If the CTs from N are removed, the N, are still connected. The UIOs for the Nl are given in Table 1 . While these UIOs do not contain CTs, when executed from another state, they can lead to communication. These communications may lead to different output and thus must be considered. The U10 for uo cannot be applied if N2 is in s2, and the U10 for s2 cannot be applied if N I is in r2. While the N, are not semi-independent, it is only necessary to be avoid these situations. The transition t from M,, is said to feedback, in a particular configuration of the other machines, if the execution of t leads to a sequence of communications that includes at least one more transition from M,. The transition t is said to be a feedback transition if t always feedsback. Further, a transition t is a weak feedback transition if the execution of t always leads to a sequence of actions that includes feedback. A transition is said to be a non-feedback transition if there is some feedback-free sequence containing it.
In the example, the transition in N I from yo to r2 with input b creates feedback if N2 is in state so, as N2 produces output a which triggers a further transition in N I . It is easy to check that N has no (weak) feedback transitions.
As it is normal to check the final state in testing, when testing a CT it is desirable to avoid feedback as this reduces the effectiveness of the state verification. Feedback transitions and weak feedback transitions will be considered separately in Section 8.
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Testing against semi-independent CFSMs
I Testing non-communicating transitions
An NCT t from M , should not affect any other machine. As the Ml are semi-independent it is possible to test t by moving Ml to the initial state of t, using NCTs, and then executing t followed by a UIO.
If a transition t cannot be executed directly, as it can only receive input from another machine, the shortest sequence of transitions that leads to its execution can be found.
Testing communicating transitions
If a CT is executed, it is necessary to check the final state of each machine affected. It is possible to control the sequence of transitions by setting up the other machines, using NCTs, before executing the transition.
Thie execution of a CT can lead to a sequence of transitions being executed. If there is no feedback and the sequence is followed by the verification of the final state of the affected machines, each transition in the sequence is tested. The problem of minimising the test effort thus reduces to finding a minimal cost set of such sequences that covers the CTs. The (weak) feedback transitions cannot be tested in this manner and these will be discussed in Section 8.
Suppose that for each M , and x E X , there is an NCT in M, with input x and every transition can receive input from outside the system. Then every transition can be included in a sequence that has no feedback.
The problem of finding the minimum cost test can be represented using a graph. Each machine is represented by a set of vertices and the triggering of a transition by another is represented by an edge between the corresponding vertices. There is a special vertex s, that is not associated with any machine. Possible sequences of CTs will be represented by circuits that include s.
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The structure of the graph is outlined in Fig. 4 For each CT t from M , to MI there is, at most, one edge to vertices representing NCTs and there is one edge for each CT from MJ that can be triggered by the output of t. The number of edges corresponding to CTs is therefore of O(a2). There is one edge from s for every CT and one edge to s for each input value that can lead to an NCT. Thus the number of edges is of O(a2
The problem reduces to that of finding a set of circuits that minimises the total cost, with the constraint that no circuit may visit a machine more than once. This is similar to a vehicle routing problem (VRP) [I I]. The VRP is NP-complete and so heuristics are normally applied. In Section 6 the VRP will be defined and possible heuristics will be discussed.
Including the non-communicating transitions
The approach outlined tests the NCTs separately, and thus any NCT terminating a tour is tested more than once. This is based on the assumption that when testing an NCT it is best to avoid the execution of CTs. Alternatively, the NCTs can be included in the optimisation problem. We will now consider this situation.
If an NCT t terminates a sequence triggered by a CT, it need not be tested elsewhere and thus the execution of t can be given cost 0. This is only the case for one use of t. The graph can thus be extended by having two copies of each terminating transition: one with cost 0 and the other with the normal cost. The vertex with cost 0 can only be used once.
The solution to the corresponding VRP will give a set of NCTs that are tested. The others are tested separately.
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Heuristics
The VRP is: given a set of customers (vertices), each with a demand, a set of edges between them with costs, and a set of vehicles (each with a given capacity) find a set of routes with the following properties:
(i) Each customer is visited by exactly one vehicle.
(ii) The total demand on any route is no more than the capacity of the corresponding vehicle.
(iii) It is the cheapest such set of routes.
There are a number of approaches to solving the VRP [ll] including the use of Tabu search [12] and Genetic algorithms [13] . The problem outlined in Section 5.2 is similar to a VRP except that more than one vehicle may visit a customer (a vertex representing a CT), and there is a labelling of customers such that no vehicle may visit two customers with the same label. The label represents the machine containing the transition. These differences can easily be incorporated into some of the algorithms devised for the VRP.
The following algorithm is a variant of the savings algorithm [14] , outlined in [ll]:
The savings algorithm starts with each customer being on a separate (minimal) route. For each pair of customers the saving, produced by putting them on the same feasible route, is determined. Initially the two customers, for which the saving is maximal, are combined. Customers are added (without violating the constraints), in order of descending saving, to either end of the current route until no more customers can be added to form a valid route. Another route is then started. The process continues until all customers are covered by routes.
This can be applied to the problem outlined in Section 5.2: it is only necessary to change the constraints that determine whether a route is feasible.
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Example
These approaches will now be applied to N. The graph for N is given in Fig. 5 . in which nc(a) denotes an NCT with input a. Those terminating transitions not required are not included and the edges to the vertices representing CTs are not shown. The states used for each termination are given in Table 2 while the CTs are listed in Table 3 . There arc three non-trivial sequences (i.e. not simply a CT followed by an NCT). These are: t6t3nc (a), t3tlnc(e), and tlt6nc(c) . Thus one of these is executed and every other CT is tested by being followed by an NCT. The sequences t6t3nc(a) and t3tlnc(e) give the minimum cost and the former produces the test given in Fig. 6 in which, for each sequence, the transition being tested is underlined. In Fig. 6 As noted earlier, there are restrictions on the use of some UIOs but these do not affect the test produced. If a test case was affected it might be possible to prefix it with input to change the state of a machine.
A number of the tests overlap and thus the test set can be reduced. An example is the tests for the NCTs YO -alx -> r1 and r2 -uly -> rl.
If the variant of the savings algorithm described in Section 6 is applied, the same test sets are produced. There are three possible savings, corresponding to t6t3nc(a), t3tlnc(e), and tlt6nc(c). The routes t6t3nc (u), t3tlnc(e) give the greatest saving and so one of these is chosen. There are no more savings and thus the process terminates.
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Testing feedback transitions
The existence of a large number of (weak) feedback transitions would suggest that there is a high degree of dependency between the FSMs. In some cases this may suggest that the model has low testability and could indicate a poor representation that will be difficult to understand. When there are many (weak) feedback transitions, it may be necessary to apply alternative approaches [4] .
If there are few feedback transitions, the obvious approach is to find, for each such transition t, the shortest sequence of transitions that tests t. Each path can be found using, for example, Dijkstra's algorithm
Conclusions
WI.
If a system is described by a set of CFSMs with a slow environment, it is possible to create one FSM that represents the behaviour, and test from this. The test size may, however, be reduced by taking advantage of any independence. If the machines are semi-independent, the problem of finding the shortest test set is reduced to tlhree problems: testing the noncommunicating transitions, testing the nonfeedback communicating transitions, and testing the (weak) feedback transitions.
The problem of minimising the test effort is simple for the noncommunicating transitions. The problem of testing the nonfeedback communicating transitions can be represented as a variant of the vehicle routing problem. One heuristic has been given, and alternative approaches have been suggested.
A feedback transition t from M i can be tested by finding the shortest test sequence that contains t. The feedback clearly reduces the confidence that can be derived from correct test execution. A transition (s, s' , in/ozct) is invertible if it is the only transition with input in and output out that enters state s' [9] . Invertible transitions thus preserve state information. One possible solution to the problem of testing a feedback transition from M i is, when possible, to avoid using noninvertible transitions from Mi.
